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Brief Description of
Research Project

Transportation planning and policy has traditionally been
evaluated with metrics of mobility, such as highway level-ofservice or time lost to delay. Standardized metrics of mobility are
abundantly available to planners and engineers through such
widely used resources as the Highway Capacity Manual and the
Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. Standardized data
about mobility facilitate consistent evaluations of transportation
outcomes across both time and place. The purpose of
transportation, however, is not movement but access, and
ubiquitous reliance on mobility-based evaluation has tended to
favor—via both transportation and land-use planning--low-
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density, auto oriented development patterns. A shift to
accessibility-based metrics can help alter this trend, and can
better align planning practice with transportation’s fundamental
purpose. Yet no standardized metrics are currently available to
assist decision makers about progress on accessibility. This
project seeks to understand how a standardized set of data
generated by regional agencies might be collected in a repository
to facilitate consistent and dependable accessibility-based
analysis among places and through time. Tasks include assessing
the current state of standardized transportation data,
documenting the range of current practice with regard to the
needed inputs to accessibility analysis, and developing a
framework for standardizing the inputs to accessibility metrics.
The objective is to provide assistance to federal agencies in
modify their procedures for data collection and publication and
for Metropolitan Planning Organizations and local governments
to gain the capacity to compare their outcomes over time to
other peers.
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